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This paper is a study of the subclassification of English verbs
I 1

C. Introduction

generative grammar. It is intended to discuss the subclassification of English

verbs in terms of complement types and to investigate the problem of non-local-

ization in complement constructions. Some verbs permit a whether-complement or

a that-complement if and only if they are under the influence of indefinite

elements like negation and interrogation.
1 We treat the non-localization within

the framework of modal structures.

0.1 Subclassification of Verbs in Terms of Local Determinac

Chc:3sky'(1973, pp. 277-82) subclassifles verbs taking a WH-complement

and/or a th.et-complement into three as follows;

-WH CL:?: believe

CUT: tell

+A COMP: wonder

He states that the sentences (1) and (3) are derived from the underlying

structures (2) and (4), respectively.

(1) I believe (that) John saw Bill.

(2) I believe Z-TH John saw Bill]

(3) I wonder who Bill saw.

(4) I wonder r +'.E Bill saw someone)

The verbs believe and wonder differ lexically in that the former requires

-WE COMP and the latter requires +WE CO-rIP. The verb tell requires +WE COMP

in sentences like (5) anti -WE COMP in sentences liKe (7). The sentence (5) .

is derived from the underlying structure (6), but the sentence (7) is derived

from (8).

(5) I told him who would leave.

(6) I told him t i-.m someone would leave]

(7) I told him that it is raining.

tr)

(8) I told him EWE it is raining)

'A

Pi' I. Extended Subclassification of Verbs

As Chomsky's analysis is not enough, we propose an extended analysis

for the subclassification of verbs. Verbs taking a Al-complement and/or a

WI- that-complement are subclassified into five classes as follows;

* This is a revised and expanded version of my paper 'A note on indirect questions

in ;Lnglish', orally presented in the ICU Summer Institute in Linguistics, held

August 1974. I would like to express my deep gratitude to Professors Tsugiyoshi

Torii, rlinoru Nakau, Shoichi Oguro, and Shinichi Uno, for their invaluable

comments and advice. I am also grateful to Mr. Joseph C. Chryst.
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Verb Class local non-local

V1 +JH COMP : ask, question, wonder, inquire, query,

V2 +WH COMP -1JE COMP : doubt, be doubtful, be dubious,

V3 +WE COMP : tell, decide, depend on,

V4 -4H COMP +WH COMP : know, ascertain, be clear, be sure,

V5 -WH COMP : believe, think, assert, hope, claim,

We represent verbs taking a WU- complement as +WE COMP and verbs taking a that-

complement as -WH COMP. When a verb can be defined in terms of strict sub-

categorization in the lexicon, we say that it is possible that the verb is

'locally' determined. If a verb cannot be defined in terms of strict sub-

categorization, the verb is said to be not 'locally' but 'non-locally'

determined. In the latter case grammatical categories such as negation,

question and higher verbs cooperate with the verb in order to constitute an

appropriate environment. Verbs like ask, question, wonder, and inquire (V1)

take only a WH-complement locally, and do not permit a that-complement in a

non-local environment. Ask in V1 iP used in the sense of calling for an

answer, but not of making a request.
2

Verbs like doubt, be doubtful, and be

dubious (V2) take a WE-complement locally, and permit a that-complement when

they are under the influence of negation or interrogation in forming a favorite

context. Verbs such as tell, decide, and depend on (V3) permit both a UH-comple-

menhnd a that-complement locally, but they are irrelevant to the non-localization

of their contents. Verbs like know, ascertain, and be certain (V4) permit a

that-complement locally and a H-complement non-locally. When a higher verb

such as want, lom and be curious dominates the item know, a context qualified

fora WH-complement is fulfilled. Negation, future, and interrogation play the

same role. Verbs like believe, think, and assert (V5) take a that-complement

locally, but do not permit a WH-complement. We do not treat the other comple-

ment constructions (i.e.., for-to and poss7ina complements).

V1-Verbs (aski. question; wonde.:!. inquire)

V1-verbs take only a WH-complement locally, and do not permit a that-

complement even if a sentence containing it is negated or questioned. The

sentence (9) is grammatical, but the sentences (10)-(12) are ungrammatical.

( ,) He wondared whether he should open the window.

*He wondered that he should open the window.

(11) *Did he wonder that he should open the window?

(12) 4He didn't wonder that he should open the window.
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The sentence (9) is derived from the underlying structure (13).

(13) He wondered .1111 he should open the window)

When the complement of (9) contains a ;1H -word like who and which and the

initial clause is questioned, the WH-word is moved to the embedded- clause

initial position, but not to the sentence-initial position. Consider the

sentences (14) and (15).

(14) Did he wonder what he should do?

(15) *:that did he wonder he should do?

The sentence (14) is derived from the underlying structure (16), but not

from (17).

(16) -WE he wondered [i-JH he should do something]

(17) +WH he wondered E4H he should do something]

1.2 V2-Verbs (doubt, be doubtful, be dubious)

Verbs like doubt and be dubious take a WH-complement locally, and

they do not permit a that-complement without changing the original meaning.3

The sentences (18) and (19) differ in ghat whether (or if) is used to imply

that uncertainty exists, that (or but that) to imply that sImpect or fear

exists.

(18) I doubt whether or not modern authorities would agree with me on this
point.

(19) I doubt that modern authorities would agree with me on this point.

The sentence (18) is derived from the underlying structure (20), but (19) is

derived from (21).

(20) I doubt tyaH modern authorities would agree with on this point]

(21) I doubt [-MI modern authorities would agree with on this point]

As the sentence (1i, is not derived from (21), we distinguish doubt in (18)

from that in (19) in order to make clear our purpose, and we call the former

case a V2-verb. Sentences containing a V2-verb do not permit a WH-complement
when they are negated or interrogated, and then, they take a that-complement.

Consider the following sentences.

(22) It is not doubtful that he will win.

(23) *It is not doubtful whether he will win.

(24) Is it doubtful that he will win?

(25) *Is it doubtful whether he will win?

In order that sentences containing doubtful constitute a context qualified for

a that-complement, the item is described in terms of non-local determinacy.

However, when verbs like want and 1.Oridon the one hand, and auxiliaries like will
dominate sentences containing a V2-verb, the sentences are marked ungrammatical.

4
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(26) *It will be doubtful that John will come.

(27) *It will be doubtful whether John will come.

(28) *I want to doubt that he has the habit of scratching his head when

he is puzzled.

(29) *I want to doubt whether he has the habit of scratching his head

when he is puzzled.

Verbs of volition and auxiliaries of future cannot dominate V2-verbs.

1.3 V3-Verbs (tell, decide, depend on)

V3,verbs take both a WH-complemert and a that-complement locally, and

therefore 2,-'7e marked as ±IIH COMP.

(30) Everything depends on whether you pass the examination.

(31) You may depend upon it that every member of the Committee will

support your proposal.

The sentence (30) is derived from the underlying structure (32), and (31)

from (33).

(32) Everything depends on ErICH you pass the examination

(33) You may depend upon it Ea every member of the Committee will

support your proposal)

Chomsky (1973. p. 280) points out that the verb tell can freely take +WH as

COMP in the embedded sentences; indirect questions and sentential complements.

We add the sentence (34) as one containing a free relative

(34) 7 told him what Bill asked me to tell.

(I told him !PRO [ -EI Bill asked me to tell him something] 3 )

1.4 V4-Verbs (Isiley222221LaiaLtsatEr, be serai

V4-verbs permit a that-complement locally, and they take a UH-comple-

ment when a certain verb, negation, or interrogation affects them.

(35) It was clear that the war would not end quickly.

The sentence (35) is derived from the underlying structure (36) by the

rule of Extraposition.

(36) '[ -;n1 the war would not end quickly] was clear.

Bresnan (1972, p. 67) states that certain verbs, which sometimes deeM incom-

patible with a WH-complement, nevertheless occur with WH in contexts implying

uncertainty or openness. Kajita (1969) points out that verbs like know, find

out, ascertain, establish, and testify permit a whether-complement in certain

environments and that the contextual feature [ whether 31 cannt be

localized.

IPPAIMPI MINN PI I .0
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(37) It's clear lehether he's going.4

When the sentence (37) is negated, it becomes an acceptable sentence.
(38) It's not clear whether he's going.

The sentence (33) is derived from the underlying structure (39).
(39) ET-wii he's going] is not clear.

Interrogation affects (37) so that it is regarded as acceptable. Notice the
following sentence.

(40) Is it clear yet whether he's going?

The auxiliary of future will also plays the same role.

(41) It will be clear whether he's going (or not) as soon as we see his wife.
When verbs such as want, be anxious, and be curious dominate the item know,
the sequences of want (or be anxious, be curious) - know take only P WH-
complem.nt, but not a that-complement. Consider the following sentence.

(42) Susan wants to know whether Bob loves her.5

The sentence (42) is derived from the underlyin. etructure (43), but not from
(44).

(43) Susan wants to know e-;1H Bob loves her]
(44) Susan wants to know EMI Bob loves her]

The structure (44) would derive an ungrammatical sentence like (45).
(45) *Susan wants to know that Bob loves her.

(46) I'm anxious to know whether or not the catheiral was built during
the Middle Age.

6

(47)*I'm anxious to know that the cathedral was built during the MiddleAge

(48) H3 is curious to know whether or not everything is ready in time.?
(49) nie is curious to know that everything is ready in time.

Verbs like be hap and be glad function in the pposite way. When they
dominate the item know, the sequences of be happy (or be glad) - know take
a thet-complement, but sot a WH-complement.

(so) ltm happy to knew that the position was offered to Mr, Black.
The sentence (50) is derived from the underlying structure (51), but not
i'rom the structure (52),

(51) I'm happy to know EeIH the position was offered to Mr. Black]
(52) I'm happy to know Eni the position was offered to Mr. Black]

The structure (52) would derive the unacceptable sentence (53).
(53) *I'm happy to knc / whether or not the position was offered to Mr. Black.
(54) I'm glad to know that they gave the first prize to is Green.
(55) *I'm glad to know whether or not they gave the first prize to Mr. Green.
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The rule of Exclamation Formation oper:..,tes on the underlying structure (70).9

II. Semantic Inter rotation of Con_21.elent Constructions
Katz and Postal (1964) propose that two types of projection rules be

contained in the semantic component of generative grammar so that they create
readings for a tree which is benerate ; deep structure in the base. Type 1
projection rules create readings for a tree by combining the readings of low-
er constituents to produce readings for higher constituents. 'Then the readings
of all constituents have been amalgamated, there is a reading associated
with the highest node S. We neglect type 2 projection rules since their role
coincides with recursive property of the base inVitspects model. According to
their proposal the (structure (71) is interpreted from the bottom to the top.

) f3 [rpJohn] [IT rvdranic3 rDetthe] reincini
T'ac projection rule oper;-.ts on the underlying phrase markers depending on
fundamental grammatical relations like 'subject', 'object', and a category like
'verb phrase'. First, it operates on the 'object' phrase markers producing the
reading of the noun phrase the milk. Second, the amalgamation of the verb
dry and the object noun phrase the mill: produces the reading drank the milk.
Finally, the subject noun phrase John and the verb phrase drank the milk
are amalgarl%ted to derive the reading of =uhf sentence (72).

(72) John drank the milk.
The projection rules can operate on the underlying phrase structures which

I

contain the verbs defined in terms of local determinacy. As discussed above,
verbs like question (V1), tell (V3), and believe (V5) determine their complements
locally. Consider the following structures.

(73) c.irapHeirAujcPastlUip rvvionderj t5 +41-! he should open the windown]

(74) (a) rs rNpEverything] Present] rip rvdepend onjrs+WII we have enough
money]))

(b) rupShei [AuxPast]
rJP ry tell] rs-:tH it might be better to wait]])

(75) ts 6T1 rAu .):Present]
tVP

rvbelievel [S -11H he is honest]]]

The structures produce the well-formed readings (76)-(78) by the projection
rulek;.

(76) He %,:ondered whether he should open the window.
(77)(a) Evert thing depends on whether we have enough money.

(b) She told. that it might be better to wait.
(73) I believe that he is honest.
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Verbs like doubt (V2) and knot: (V4) can be defined locally unless they

occur with indefinite elements such r.s negation and interrogation.

(79) t.4; riiaxPresent] rvp Eidou-t. ts+...IH she would agree with hir.03]

( 80) Li [ ::p6ie] [,,,uxPas t] rvp rknow) they were innocent])]

'Phe underlying structures (79) and (80) create the well-formed readings (31)

and (82), respectively.

(81) I doubt whether she would agree with him,

( 82) '.1e knew that they were innocent.

II.1 The Deficiency of the Projection Rules
The projection rules presented by Katz and Postal have the difficulty

that they cannot produce the readings cf the sentences discussed in Sections

1.2 rind 1.4. The projection rules do not operate properly where verbs like

doubt (V2) and know (V4) occur with indefinite elements such as questions and

(33) Do you doubt that I can do the work?

(84) :.:,he does not doubt that Torn will buy some books.1°

Phe sentences (83) and (34) are derived from the underlying etructures (35)
and (33), respectively.

( 85) tcpues Earyoui rvp [doubt] Es-,1:1 I can do the work']

(55) rsilegria,she) ry [V dO tS] [J -'.III Tom will buy some books])]

The lieg in the sentence (84) is a sentence negation since it is possible

that GO has the paraphrase (37). 11

(87) It is not so that she doubts that Torn will buy some books.

The projection rules amalgamate the readings of the verb doubt and its

complement of (85) and produce the raw ding doubt that I can do the work. In

the reading of the verb phrase in (85) the item doubt is interpreted. as 'fear'.

But the verb doubt of the whole structure (85) is used in the sense of 'feel

uncertain'. That is, the readins of -the verb doubt chances through the

amalgamation of the projection rules. 'Then the item doubt occur the

indefinite element Igues it'permits a that-complement in the sense of 'feel

uncertain'.

The device of the projection rules is not sufficient when w._ describe

the complement constructions which cannot be defined. in terms of lo 1

ciet:::rninacy. Coru3ider the underlying phr- se structure (88).

(60) rJ 6Hel r, Present) rvp sure] 1,-1-.111 I can solve the problem]))
.nua
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The projec on rules --rate on the item know and its complement, and

produce the reading 01' 112111111calts_LIIm and detect the semantic

anomaly of know wh'qier the- won th game. Men they op-rate en the high-

est 5 of (100), they create the well-formed reading of (100). But the

.privation of (i nl) is inomalous.

(1,02 t am gird to ;-.no that they wont the me.

(103) *1 am gld to know whether they won the game.

11.2 Modal Structures on Complement Constructions

We have shown the defici'ncy of the projection rules There they

operate on the complement consuctions defined in terms of non-localization.

We have noticed that it is neces:7nry to constitute a devide different from

the projection rules by itz and Portal which reals with the phenomena of

non-localization. Following Jackendoff (1972), we propose the m,7clal projec-

tion rule for complement sentences ac follows:

(104) Modal projection rule for complement sentences

Given a lexical item A whose s'mantic representation contains a

modal element M. If a complement sentence dominated by a V2-verb

or a V4-verb is within the scope of A. it is obligatorily dependent

M irk the modal structure.

Nodal elements include 'unrealized', 'question', 'negation', 'future', and

'obligation' as shown below.

(105) Modal elements

(a) Unrealized; want, be curious, be anxious, let, would like to,

long, in order to, be import,Int, try, demand, before,

(b) Future; will,

(c) Negation; not, too, impos5ible, incompetent, difficult,

(d) Question;

(e) Obligation; must, should,

AO ne;lect the caterneries of modal elements since the modal projection rule

i defined in the semntic component of generative grammlr.

We propose that the projection rules presented by Kai 7, and Postal

operate on the whole structures from the bottom to the top after the

the de tectiJn of modal structures. Therefore, the projection rules leave

open whether or not amalframati-in of given phrase markers creates a well-

formed re7ing until t`1 rules prs through the structures relevant to the

mo1a1 ftructures involved..
1 1
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) ivnn know 'he tLer u tri 1.atyn.

1 e -true turn of f'utt:::.-e ii Consiec,r the

r c tdi:h

.;11. '

)1.1 in

jr

r)

L: trie
? '710 r ir '

,
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(110) ( ,~!tether ) )

The p-qjectic- rale opernte on the 1;-b ar.cert.ain and its complement and

predic' that the re of (1W`9) will to 7.,n-omlous. However, when the rules

amalgamate the suL3oct ';!F, Au", nd VP, they crert. the ;'ell -- formed reading

of (109).

(111) e wIll rirtain .4.ther the rport is true.

4e show the tL d which croitr:.ino the modal element ''')1.1es'.

(112)

ques NP

V NP

you 1:r.ov vnt7:7;7171-7777747TI

The modal projection rulv operates on the ur rlying structure (112) and

detects the modal structure (113).

(113) Ques ( know ( Ithether ) )

The projection rules produce the rt,ading of (112) properly after the deter.;.1oh

of the modal structure ()1.3).

(114) Do you know wilt. ther the chopE .re open?

Fourth? we men4,ton that ']le(;' moC 1 element. Consider the

following underlying structure.

(115)

NP

V

Adj

know whether a word has been used figuratively be impt.ssible

?he modal projection rule detects the modal structure as follows:

(116) Imposcibll ( know ( whether S ) )

,Thr the modal r4le detects the modal structure (116), the projection rules

:yer,--te on the know and its complement and prr,Ance the reading of VP2

;t,ow, het,er a word hits beers aced figuratively. +.,ei readinf7 is anotimlous at

this stre. Ec.ever, the amalcrtion of NP1 r,nd VP1 car. crer.te the well

formed rerdini:. of (11" ).

(117) It is imible to ka,,-,! whether a word has been used figuratively.

:'finally, Yr fLO: the c, 'Ohlirption'. The ual(3crlyinr: structure

(118) contains the :10-%1Irr, 17,;ist



(118)

Aux

you

13

must ascertain w et er there is any intelligent life
in the universe

The modal projection rule detects the modal structure (119).

(119) Must ( ascertain ( whether S ) )

After the detection of the modal structure (119) the projection rules operate

on the verb ascertain and its complement. The rules also amalgamate the

subject NP aal, Aux, and VP, and produce the reading of (118) properly.

(120) You must ascertain whether there is any intelligent life in the

universe.

III. Concluding Remarks

We have subclac3ified English verbs ieo five in terms of complement

types as follows:

Verb Class local non-local

V1 +WH COMP r : question

V2 +WH COMP -WIT COMP : doubt

V3 tWH COMP - : tell

V4 COM- -1-W11 CCP : know

V5 -WH COTT - : believe

We have discussed the problem of local determinacy in English complement

constructions and proposed that the =chi pro.iection rule for complement

sentences is necessary to describe 010 complement constructions which cannot

be defined in terms of lc cal determinac:o.
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Notes

1. Not only verbs and adjectives but also nouns take a whether-complement

and/or a that-complement. Chomeky (1972) and Hashim3137772) discuss

nominal compl:enentation.
i) the question whether John should leave (Chomsky (1972, p. 33))

ii) the excuse that John tad left

Some nouns permit a whether-complement if and only if they occur with

indefinite elements like negation and interrogation.

iii) I have knowledge that this the shortest way to the station.

iv) *I have knowledge of whether this is the shortest way to the

station.
Since the item have knowledge is under the influence of negation, sentences

like (v) and (vi) are grammatical.

v) ?I don't have any knowledge of whether this is the shortest way

to the station.
vi) I have no knowledge of whether this is the shortest vay to the

station.
Sentences like (vii) are acceptable since eterrogation affects the

item have knowledge.
vii) Do you have any knowledge of what is the best way to go there?

The WH-word what cannot be proposed because of the Complex NP Constraint,

which Ross (1157) proposes as one of the constraints on transformations.

Sentendes like (viii) are also acceptable Mince the adverbial phrase of

purpose in order to affects the verb have knowledge.

viii) In order to have some knowledge of whether my composition is written

in correct English, I asked a native speaker.

Hence, it is possible to state that the noun knowledge takes a that-

complement locally but that the item cannot be defined in terms of local

determinacy.

14

Chomsky (1973, pp. 277-78) points out that the verb as appears ih a

variety of structures.
i) a. John asked EI-UH Bill saw who,

b. John asked who Bill saw.

ii) a. John asked [-WH Dill see who]

b. Who did John ask that Dill see?

The item ask in (i) means 'call for an answer', whereas ask in (ii) means

'make a request'. We discuss here the former case and treat the latter

negatively.

3. Fowler, (1926, p. 139) states that it is contrary to idiom to begin the

clausethat depends on these with that instead of the usual whether,,

except when the sentence ie negated7I do not doubt.,.;
There is no doubt

...; It was never doubtful...) or interrogative (Do you dolibt...?; Is

there any doubt...?; Is there any doubt...? Can it be doubtful..,.?)

iehibaehi, et al. (1986, pp. 475-77) also discuss items such as doubt

doubtful.

4. Drennan (197 ?) points out that the WH-complement is often exploited in

holding back, concealing, or deliberately lerving open certain inform-

ation;
i) I know who's to blame (but I won't tell you).

ii It's clear what must be added to the solution.

ill.) To an experienced engineer like Mary, i +'s immediately obvious

whether a device"Tike this wilrwork,
(but-to-me it's not-at all

-

clear at first).
.-

In order to explore the phenomena of connotation, it would be necessafr_

15
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to define the presupposition of the sentence (i)-(iii) and to make clear

the roles of 'subjects and 't,-akeri.

5. The sentence (42) is essentially ex ''acted from Jackendof" (1969), Rus <.11

(The Problems of Philosophy, p. 9), Barth (The End of the Roa(2t p. 36),

and PCTrarTUn Raisin, p. 446).

6. The sentence (46) is essentially extractee, from Hornby (1956, p. 138).

7. The sentence (48) is essentially extracted from Kodansha's New World

English-Jaianesa Dictionary (1969, p. 314).

8. Kajita (1969, pp. 685-86; 1974, pp. 400-01) mentions that the sentences

(56)-(61) are extracted from The Standard. Sample of Drown University.

9. We state that the sentence (69) is derived from (70). As for exclam-

ations, Bresnan (1972, pp. 92-93) points out the absence of subject-

auxiliary inversion in Exclamation Formation, and shou3 posilible steps

in a derivation E,,s follows;

He is such a fooll
?Such a fool he ist --*
What a fool he isl

10. When the Neg in (84) would be a VP negation, the projection rules could

produce a well-formed reading.

11. Jackendoff (1972, p. 321) proposes an intuitive test for sentence

negation. A sentence [7. X - neg Y is an instance of sentence

negation if there exist a paraphrase (disregarding presupposition)

It is not so that t;, X - 7,3.

4
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